
 
 
 

 
 
 

Types of Compounds 
 

Type How compound is put 
together 

Chinese (Zh) examples with readings in 
Korean (Ko) & Japanese (Ja) 

Adverbial 
compound 

do B  
• in an A manner 
• in time A 

‘premonition’ (before+sense) 
預感 <nnmbc irp> or  

豫感 <nnnao irp>  
Zh yù·gǎn 
Ko 예감 ye·gam  

Ja 予感 よかん yo·kan 

Antonym 
compound 

AB means ‘continuum or 
spectrum between A and 
B,’ or ‘choice between A 
and B’ 

‘length’ 
(long+short) 長短 <smv okmrt> 
Zh cháng·duǎn  
Ko 장단 jang·dan ‘rhythm’ 

Ja ちょうだん chō·dan 

Blackbird 
 
kind of bird that is 
black 

B that is A 
 
Class of Sub-compound:  
AB is a type of B 

‘silver color’ 
(silver+color) 銀色 <cav nau>  
Zh yín·sè  
Ko 은색 eun·saek  

Ja ぎんいろ gin’[iro] (2nd component Native 
Japanese, not SJ) 

Co-compound AB means ‘A and B’ ‘black and white’ 
(black+white) 黑白 <wgf ha>  
Zh hēi·bái  
Ko 흑백 heuk·baek  

Ja 黒白 こくはく koku·haku 

Flatfoot 
 

Possessive: ‘having an A 
B’ 

‘agreement’ 
(same+idea) 同意 <bmr ytap>  



person whose feet 
are flat 

 
A is often an adjective or a 
numeral. 

Zh tóng·yì  
Ko 동의 dong·ui  

Ja どうい dō·i 

Negative one component, usually A, 
has Negative meaning 
 
(compare Eng. words with 
[un-], [a(n)-], [in-/im-/il-/ir-]) 

‘insufficiency’ 
(not+enough) 不足 <mf ryo>  
Zh bù·zú  
Ko 부족 bu·jok  

Ja ふそく fu·soku  

Pickpocket 
 
person who picks 
pockets 

as Agent-noun:  
A[verb]s B[object]s 
 
as Action-noun:  
the A[verb]ing of B 

‘retro’ 
(recover+old → [act of] recovering what 
is old) 
復古 <hooae jr>  
Zh fù·gǔ  
Ko 복고 bokko  

Ja ふっこ fuk·ko ‘restoration’ 

Starstruck 
 
struck by a star 

B[verb]ed by an A[noun] 
 
Class of Sub-compound:  
AB is a type of B 

‘subjectivity’ 
(master+observe(d)) 主觀 <yg tgbuu>  
Zh zhǔ·guān 
Ko 주관 ju·gwan 

Ja しゅかん shu·kan 

Synonym 
compound 

AB has a meaning 
shared with A and B 

‘calculation’ 
(calculate+calculate) 計算 <yrj hbut>  
Zh jì·suàn  
Ko 계산 gye·san  

Ja けいさん kei·san 

Turntable 
 
table that turns 

Agent-noun:  
a B that A[verb]s 
 
Class of Sub-compound: AB 
is a type of B 

‘bomb’  
(explode+bullet → bullet that explodes) 
爆彈 <fate nrrj>  
Zh bào·dàn  
Ko 폭탄 pok·tan  

Ja 爆弾 ばくだん baku·dan  

	



	


